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ABSTRACT
Regression analysis is widely used for modeling of real-world processes in various fields. It should be 
noted that information relevant to real-world processes is characterized by imprecision and partial 
reliability. This involves combination of fuzzy and probabilistic uncertainties. Prof.. L. Zadeh introduced 
the concept of a Z-number as a formal construct for dealing with such information. The present state-
of-the-art of regression analysis under Z-number valued information is very scarce. In this paper we 
consider a Z-number valued multiple regression analysis and its application to a real-world decision-
making problem. The obtained results show applicability of the proposed approach.

1. Introduction

Due to complexity of real processes, imprecise and partially 
reliable relevant information, real-world problems are charac-
terized by combination of fuzzy and probabilistic uncertainties 
(Aliev, Pedrycz, Huseynov, & Zeinalova, 2011; De Cooman, 
2000). Indeed, values of variables of interest are not imprecisely 
known and are usually described by using linguistic terms char-
acterized by imprecision and vagueness (Aliev, 1994, 2013; 
Aliev, Alizadeh, & Guirimov, 2010; Aliev, Mamedova, & Aliev, 
1993; Aliev, Pedrycz, & Huseynov, 2012; Aliev & Tserkovny, 
2011). At the same time, this information cannot be completely 
trusted, because its sources are knowledge, intuition, and expe-
rience, which are only partially reliable.

Zadeh (2011) introduced the concept of Z-numbers to 
describe the uncertain information in a generalized form. A 
Z-number is an ordered pair of fuzzy numbers (A, B). Here A is 
a value of some variable and B represents an idea of certainty or 
other closely related concept such as sureness, confidence, reli-
ability, strength of truth, or probability (Yager, 2012). It should 
be noted that in everyday decision-making, most decisions are 
in the form of Z-numbers. Zadeh suggests some operations for 
computation with Z-numbers, using the extension principle.

In Yager (2012) the author offers an illustration of a 
Z-valuation, showing how to make decisions and answer ques-
tions. Also an alternative formulation is used for the information 
contained in the Z-valuations in terms of a Dempster-Shafer 
belief structure that made use of type-2 fuzzy sets. In Kang, 
Wei, Li, & Deng (2012a) and Kang, Wei, Li, & Deng (2012b) the 
authors considered multi-criteria decision-making problems 
with Z-numbers. For purpose of decision-making, Z-numbers 
are converted into classical fuzzy numbers and a priority 
weight of each alternative is determined. In Aliev & Zeinalova 
(2013) two approaches to decision-making with Z-information 
are considered. The first approach is based on reducing of 
Z-numbers to classical fuzzy numbers, and generalization of 

expected utility approach and use of Choquet integral with an 
integrand represented by Z-numbers. A fuzzy measure is calcu-
lated on a base of a given Z-information. The second approach 
is based on direct computation with Z-numbers. To illustrate 
a validity of suggested approaches to decision-making with 
Z-information the numerical examples are used.

In Aliev, Alizadeh, & Huseynov (2015) and Aliev, Huseynov, 
Aliyev, & Alizadeh (2015) the authors suggested general and 
computationally effective approach to computations with 
Z-numbers.

Z-numbers have a large spectrum of potential application in 
solving real-world problems in decision analysis, control, opti-
mization and other areas, which are characterized by bimodal 
information. One type of such problems is regression analy-
sis problems. A series of works was suggested in the realm of 
fuzzy regression analysis (Aliev, Fazlollahi, & Vahidov, 2002; 
Kim & Bishu, 1998; Tanaka & Ishibuchi, 1992). However, fuzzy 
regression model-based analysis is not capable to account for 
partial reliability of real-world information. In Aliev et al. 
(2015) the authors suggest a Z-number based regression anal-
ysis and apply differential evolution optimization approach. 
They solve the considered problem by direct computations over 
Z-numbers. However, the present state-of-the-art of regression 
analysis under Z-number valued information is very scarce.

In this paper we study a Z-number valued multiple regres-
sion analysis problem. We use the simplified method for com-
putations over Z-numbers proposed in Zadeh (2011) in the 
considered regression analysis. A multicriteria seaport selec-
tion problem is used as an example of the proposed study.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we pres-
ent some prerequisite material. In Section 3 we formulate a 
statement of the Z-number valued multiple regression anal-
ysis problem. In Section 4 we suggest an application of the 
suggested approach. Concluding comments are included in 
Section 5.
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2. Preliminaries

Definition 1. Fuzzy sets. (Aliev, Fazlollahi, & Aliev, 2004). Let 
X be a classical set of objects, called the universe, whose generic 
elements are denoted x. Membership in a classical subset A 
of X is often viewed as a characteristic function μA from X to 
{0, 1}such that

where {0, 1} is called a valuation set; 1 indicates membership 
while 0—non membership. If the valuation set is allowed to be 
in the real interval [0, 1], then A is called a fuzzy set, μA is the 
grade of membership of x in A: μA(x): X → [0, 1].
Definition 2. Probability measure of a continuous fuzzy 
number (Zadeh, 2011). Let X be a continuous random varia-
ble with pdfp. Let A be a continuous fuzzy number describing 
a possibilistic restriction on values of X. A probability measure 
of A denoted P(A) is defined as

P(A) = �

�A(x)p(x)dx.

Definition 3. A Continuous Z-number (Aliev, Huseynov, 
Aliyev, & Alizadeh, 2015). A continuous Z-number is an 
ordered pair Z = (A, B) where A is a continuous fuzzy number 
playing a role of a fuzzy constraint on values that a random 
variable X may take:

B is a continuous fuzzy number with a membership function 
�B:[0, 1] → [0, 1], playing a role of a fuzzy constraint on the 
probability measure of A: P(A) is B.

Zadeh (2011) outlined a general approach to computation 
over Z-numbers. The approach represents a fusion of fuzzy 
arithmetic and probabilistic arithmetic and contains complex 
optimization and variational problems. In order to simplify 
operations over Z-numbers for problems where approximated 
solutions are acceptable, Zadeh proposed a bandwidth method.
A bandwidth method (Zadeh, 2011). This method is based on 
an approximation of a fuzzy number A of a Z-number by an 
interval as its bandwidth ABandwidth

1
. As a bandwidth, an α-cut 

can be used ABandwidth
1

= A�=0.5 (Figure. 1).

�A(x) =

{

1 iff x ∈ A

0 iff x ∉ A

X is A

Let Z1 = (A1, B1) and Z2 = (A2, B2) be two Z-numbers and 
* ∊ { + , - , /, ×  } be a basic arithmetic operation. In this case
we can write for any operation over Z-numbers:

Where *  is a binary operation and B1 ×  B2 is the product of 
the fuzzy numbers B1 and B2. The bandwidth method allows  
approximating operations of probabilistic arithmetic within 
computation of Z-numbers to multiplication of fuzzy values 
of probability measures B1 and B2. This allows to significantly 
reduce complexity operations over Z-numbers.

3. Statement of a Problem

Let us consider a multi input-single output process charac-
terized by Z-number valued information. Let ZX

1

,ZX
2

, ...,ZXN
 

denotes Z-numbers describing values of X1, X2, ..., XN and ZY 
denotes the Z-number describing the corresponding value of 
the output Y.

Assume a series of Z-valued observation data ZXi,j
, i = 1, ...,N 

and ZY,k, k = 1, ..., K are given (K is a number of observations). 
It is needed to construct a Z-valued linear regression model of 
a process under study:

By using the bandwidth method (1), we will have for oper-
ation of multiplication in (2):

ZCi
× ZXi

= ((ABandwith
Ci

× ABandwith
Xi

), (BCi
× BXi

)).
The operation of addition is treated analogously and the 

model (2) will be expressed as follows:

.

.

Construction of regression model (2) is related to computa-
tion with a large amount of Z-numbers. In this case, the issue 
of computational complexity becomes very important. In order 
to achieve a trade-off between adequacy and computational 
complexity, we propose to use the bandwidth method for the 
arithmetic operations in (2). The problem of construction of 
ZYM requires to determine Z-valued coefficients (Z-numbers) 
ZC

0

, ZCi
 i = 1, ..., N given Z-valued input ZXi ,k

, i = 1, ...,N and 
output data ZYj

 so that the following error is minimized:

-  denotes the standard subtraction of Z-numbers, || denotes 
the absolute value of a Z-number and Σ denotes addition of 
Z-numbers. These operations are handled by using the band-
width method.

(1)(ABandwidth

1
,B

1
) ∗ (ABandwidth

2
,B

2
)

= (ABandwidth

1
∗ A

Bandwidth

2
,B

1
× B

2
),

(2)ZYM (ZX
1

,ZX
2

, ...,ZXN
) = ZC

0

+

N
∑

i=1

ZCi
ZXi

ZYM = ZC
0

+ ZC
1

× ZX
1

+ ... + ZCN
× ZXN

= ((ABandwith

C
0

+ ((ABandwith

C
1

× A
Bandwith

X
1

) × ...

× (ABandwith

C
N

× A
Bandwith

X
N

))),

× (B
C
0

× ((B
C
1

× B
X
1

) × ... × (B
C
N

× B
X
N

))))

(BC
0

× ((BC
1

× BX
1

) × ... × (BCN
× BXN

))))

(3)
K
∑

k=1

|

|

|

ZM
Y ,k − ZY ,k

|

|

|

→ min,

Figure. 1. Interval-valued Approximation to Triangular Fuzzy Number.
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Model (2) describes a general case, when all the variables 
and coefficients of a regression model are Z-numbers. In such 
case, the use of classical techniques, e.g. gradient based meth-
ods, for construction of the regression model is not suitable 
due to complexity of representation of derivative of a Z-valued 
function. Below we outline differential evolution (DE) optimi-
zation based solution approach to solve problem (2)-(3).

At the initial stage, the parameters of the DE algorithm 
are set, DE fitness function is defined as (3) and the popu-
lation size PN is chosen. As usual, the population size is set 
at least ten times the number of optimization variables. As a 
Z-number is a pair of two fuzzy numbers, the population size 
is PN = 2 ⋅ 10N

var
, where N

var
 is the number of optimization 

variables. The member of population playing the role of the 
candidate solution is a vector of Z-valued coefficients ZC

0

, ZCi
 

i = 1,  ... , N. Then the DE optimization is started.
First, a template parameter vector of dimension 

2Nvar = 2(N + 1) is constructed for holding data of all the coef-
ficients ZC

0

, ZCi
 i = 1,  ... , N: u = (ZC

0

,ZC
1

, ...,ZCN
). The algorithm 

parameters F(mutation rate) and CR(crossover rate) are set. 
The standard values of these parameters are F = 0.8, CR = 0.7.

Next PN vectors of parameters are generated randomly to 
form a population P = {u1, u2 … uPN}.

Until the termination condition is met (a predefined num-
ber of generations are reached or a required value of fitness 

function (3) is obtained), new parameter sets are generated. 
For a next vector ui(i=1... PN) three new different vectors 
ur1,  ur2,  ur3 are chosen randomly from P. A new trial vec-
tor unew = ur1 + F ⋅ (ur2 − ur3) is generated in the population. 
Individual vector parameters of ui are inherited with proba-
bility CR into the new vector unew. If the fitness function (3) 
for unew is better (lower) than that of for ui then unew replaces 
ui in P. Further, the vector ubest with the lowest value of fitness 
function (3) in population P is found.

The above process is continued once the termination con-
dition is met. Then the parameter vector ubest with the lowest 
fitness function (3) is found. Finally, we extract from ubest all 
the parameters ZC

0

, ZCi
 i = 1..... N. These parameters are substi-

tuted in (2) to provide the desired Z-number valued regression 
model.

4. An Example

A seaport choice problem is one of the well-known multicrite-
ria decision-making problems (Bird & Bland, 1988; D’Este & 
Meyrick, 1992; De Langen, P. 2007). This problem is related to 
an evaluation of seaports by several performance criteria. The 
values of criteria are naturally obtained by using expert opin-
ions, and, consequently are characterized by linguistic infor-
mation and partial reliability. Let us consider construction of a 
Z-valued linear regression model (2) for overall evaluation Y of 
seaports (output) on the basis of port services, X1, and logistics 
cost, X2 (inputs). The regression model has the following form:

ZYM (ZX
1

,ZX
2

) = ZC
0

+ ZC
1

ZX
1

+ ZC
2

ZX
2

,
where ZYM is the Z-valued overall evaluation of seaport, 

ZX
1

= (AX
1

,BX
1

) is an evaluation of seaport on the basis of X1 
and ZX

2

= (AX
2

,BX
2

) is an evaluation of seaport on the basis 
of X2, ZC

0

= (AC
0

,BC
0

),ZC
1

= (AC
1

,BC
1

),ZC
2

= (AC
2

,BC
2

) are 
Z-valued coefficients of the model. The Z-valued coefficients 
ZC

0

= (AC
0

,BC
0

),ZC
1

= (AC
1

,BC
1

),ZC
2

= (AC
2

,BC
2

) can be inter-
preted as follows: ZC

1

= (AC
1

,BC
1

),ZC
2

= (AC
2

,BC
2

) coefficient 
describe the impacts of the corresponding criteria evaluations 
ZX

1

= (AX
1

,BX
1

) and ZX
2

= (AX
2

,BX
2

) on the overall evaluation 
of seaport (these can be considered as importance measures 
of X1 and X2). The coefficient ZC

0

= (AC
0

,BC
0

) is used to take 
into account errors of experts’ estimations and some missed 
influence of other criteria.

A fragment of experts’ opinion-based Z-number-valued 
information on input-output relationships in the considered 
problem is shown in Table 1.

The codebooks of linguistic terms of A and B parts of 
ZXi

= (AXi
,BXi

), i = 1, 2 and ZY = (AY, BY) given in Table 1, are 
shown in Tables 2 and 3 (triangular fuzzy numbers are used).

Let us solve the considered problem. Consider the follow-
ing randomly generated initial Z-numbers ZC

0

= (AC
0

,BC
0

), 
ZC

1

= (AC
1

,BC
1

),ZC
2

= (AC
2

,BC
2

):
ZC

0

= (AC
0

,BC
0

) = ((0.7, 0.75, 0.8), (0.75, 0.82, 0.88)),

Table 1. A Z-number Valued Input-output Relationship of Seaport Evaluation.

port services, X1 logistics cost, X2 overall evaluation of seaport, Y

N A
X
1

B
X
1

A
X
2

B
X
2

AY BY

1 Highest Very sure Better than average Almost usually Very low Unlikely

.

.

.

Average Almost usually Almost high Very likely Almost high Likely

Table 2. The Values of A.

N A linguistic description A triangular fuzzy number
1 “Very low” = A1 (0.05, 0.1, 0.15)
2 “Almost low” = A2 (0.09, 0.15, 0.19)
3 “Low” = A3 (0.13, 0.18, 0.23)
4 “Better than low” = A4 (0.17, 0.23, 0.27)
5 “Almost average” = A5 (0.21, 0.26, 0.31)
6 “Average”= A6 (0.29, 0.35, 0.39)
7 “Better than average” = A7 (0.36, 0.42, 0.46)
8 “Almost high” = A8 (0.44, 0.48, 0.54)
9 “High”= A9 (0.55, 0.61, 0.65)
10 “Better than high” = A10 (0.63, 0.68, 0.73)
11 “Highest” = A11 (0.7, 0.77, 0.87)

Table 3. The Values of Bi.

N A linguistic description A triangular fuzzy number
1 “Unlikely” = B1 (0.08, 0.12, 0.18)
2 “Almost unlikely” = B2 (0.16, 0.21, 0.26)
3 “Not usually” = B3 (0.23, 0.29, 0.33)
4 “Almost usually” = B4 (0.31, 0.36, 0.41)
5 “Usually” = B5 (0.41, 0.45, 0.51)
6 “Not sure” = B6 (0.48, 0.53, 0.58)
7 “Almost not sure” = B7 (0.57, 0.61, 0.67)
8 “Likely” = B8 (0.66, 0.71, 0.76)
9 “Very likely” = B9 (0.75, 0.8, 0.85)
10 “Almost sure” = B10 (0.81, 0.86, 0.91)
11 “Very sure” = B11 (0.87, 0.92, 0.97)
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ZC
1

= (AC
1

,BC
1

) = ((0.4, 0.45, 0.5), (0.5, 0.6, 0.7)),

ZC
2

= (AC
2

,BC
2

) = ((0.65, 0.7, 0.75), (0.8, 0.85, 0.9)).

By using the bandwidth method (1), we transform these 
Z-numbers (α = 0.5 cut is used as a bandwidth):

ZC
0

= (ABandwidth
C
0

,BC
0

) = ([0.725, 0.775], (0.75, 0.82, 0.88)),

ZC
1

= (ABandwidth
C
1

,BC
1

) = ([0.425, 0.475], (0.5, 0.6, 0.7)),

ZC
2

= (ABandwidth
C
2

,BC
2

) = ([0.675, 0.725], (0.8, 0.85, 0.9)).

For example, consider computation of ZYM for the input val-
ues in the first row of Table 1 (the product of triangular fuzzy 
numbers is approximated by a triangular fuzzy number):

Next, given this value ZYM and output in the 1st row of Table 
1, which is ZY = ([0.075, 0.125], (0.08, 0.12, 0.18)), we computed 
|

|

ZYM − ZY
|

|

:

By using the optimization technique, we solved problems (2)-
(3) and found the following optimal values of ZC

0

= (AC
0

,BC
0

), 
ZC

1

= (AC
1

,BC
1

), ZC
2

= (AC
2

,BC
2

) that minimizes function (3):
ZC

0

= (AC
0

,BC
0

) = ((0.61, 0.66, 0.72), (0.75, 0.82, 0.88)),

ZC
1

= (AC
1

,BC
1

) = ((0.21, 0.25, 0.27), (0.5, 0.6, 0.7)),

ZC
2

= (AC
2

,BC
2

) = ((0.55, 0.61, 0.65), (0.4, 0.5, 0.6)).

5. Conclusion

An important qualitative attribute of information on which 
decisions are based is its reliability. Unfortunately, in almost 
all the existing decision theories reliability of decision relevant 
information is missing. In this study, we consider Z-number 
valued multiple regression analysis and its application. The 
outlined approach to decision-making brings forward a much 
more general framework that coincides with human-oriented 
assessment of imperfect information. We applied the sug-
gested study to multicriteria decision-making in a real-world 
seaport selection problem. The decision relevant information 
in this problem is experts opinion-based and is naturally  
characterized by imprecision and partial reliability. The 
obtained results show validity of the suggested approach.
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ZYM = ZC
0
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1
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1
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2
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2

= ((ABandwith
C
1

× ABandwith
X
1

) × (ABandwith
C
2

× ABandwith
X
2
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C
0

),
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1
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1
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2
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2
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0
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